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Building land for sale Drenje Istria 1016
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z40028 - For Sale

Istarska › Labin › Drenje › Raša / Land

72,000€
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Price reduced from EUR 95.000. Building land for sale Drenje Istria. Lovely
building plot of 1016 sqm. The land is located in a quiet location with open
views of the sea and the islands of Kvarner & the city of Rijeka. Located
about 650-700 m air-line from the seashore.
For this building land for sale Drenje Istria, A design possibility/solution for a
future 4-bedroom house / villa with pool and garage was developed
(according to the project solution the surface of the building is 363.05 sqm).
Distance to the town of Labin is about 9 km and to the beach about 2,5 km
(Ravni – about 4 minutes drive), there are hidden bays in front of the land,
which can only be reached on foot (about 5-7 min walk). Ten to fifteen
minutes drive to the shopping center, petrol station, shops, kindergarten,
Land area

1016 m²

schools and all other city amenities.
Top location in the village of Drenje, south of Labin on the eastern coast of
Istria with beautiful views, but also a well-hidden location that provides a
sense of untouched nature and Mediterranean as it used to be. The location
is excellent for building a vacation home, villa with a pool and / or similar
facilities. Considering the micro-location of the land and the valid spatial
plans, the sea view can not be sheltered because the construction in front of
this land is limited.
Found this property advertised at a lower price? The same price is valid with
us! Need more information? Call us!
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Additional Features

Sea View

Image Gallery
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Contact the Agent

Danijel Cukari? (Pistacio
d.o.o.)
Phone: +385 (0)98 535 752
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